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to each his own judgement.
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We have just posted on our website a complaint lodged with the 
Paris Freemason Court.

A whistleblower, whom we brought up on the institutional mobbing 
complaint, in the context of corruption cases she is handling on 
French soil and concerning paedophilia, has just given us the go-
ahead to make this complaint public. This has very long for us to 
get this agreement.

Given that the entire team working on this "Economic Genocide of 
Nations" dossier is being tapped on French soil, and that some of 
them are being censored both by telephone and by Internet, and 
that despite the complaint that has been lodged with the Lyon 
(french big town) Public Prosecutor's Office in this regard, the 
French justice system obviously considers it normal for our 
telephone lines are hijacked and this on evidence.

Since this complaint, which we filed in this way and which is 
available on the website, was deemed inadmissible by the Lyon 
public prosecutor's office, the French justice system, it is 
therefore perfectly normal for the French justice system to be in 
total contradiction with French law.

The case was brought before the Freemason Court in Paris.
What many French people don't know is that France does indeed have
a Freemasonic court...

Note that the complaint dates from 2020.
Note that this complaint refers to the Toronto Accords, agreements
one of whose aims is to recover parental authority over children 
and give it to a state entity.......
Because children should be the property of the government......
Question: what the hell is Freemasonry doing...???
We are in 2022 and the complaint dates back to 2020.

In '45 under Nuremberg, when the SS were asked why you did it?
Their answer was "it was orders".
Now they won't be able to say "we didn't know it was 
orders" ......
Freemasonry, which prides itself on words such as liberté, 
equality, fraternity.....
There's something I don't understand...



For the record.
When this miss made this complaint, which we transferred via our 
networks throughout the world.
I was saying when this complaint was made...
The young woman, who had been close to Beregovoy during her 
childhood, was contacted by one of the Grand Masters of the Grand 
Orient de France.
He was convinced that she had made the complaint in order to join 
Freemasonry...
She burst out laughing and replied: "Absolutely not. My aim is to 
prove that corruption is widespread in this sect".......

It's no secret in France that the country's administrations are 
run by Freemasonry.
But for the bodies attached to this sect to allow such a complaint
to go through, calling into question a huge number of things, 
including the fact that they have the right to regain parental 
authority over our children...
Today we can say that France is run entirely by Freemasonry...

At the same time, when the global sovereign standard, which is the
chart of accounts, makes you a debt, globally, in the eyes of the 
system. And this standard is pyramid-shaped......
There are questions to be asked here too...
All the more so as all you have to do is change the place of man 
in the accounting plan, and the pyramid breaks down, and we 
naturally move to a holistic economy.........
This article was covered by Profession Gendarme, whom we would 
like to thank:

Shh, we're being genocided and it's worldwide.

Here are a few extracts from this complaint with annotations, 
which will let you appreciate the fairness of our democracy:

Extract
"There is nothing unusual, then, in the fact that 6 years later 
the Toronto Protocol was drafted, which stipulates "(...) This is 
why child protection agencies must be vested with absolute legal 
authority. They must be able, as they see fit, but always under 
the pretext of child protection, to remove these children from 
their original family environment and place them in foreign family
environments or government centres already committed to our 
principles (...) For without the protection and supervision of 
their original parents, these children may be permanently 
handicapped in their psychological and moral development (...). ) 
For such an undertaking to succeed, it is essential that the civil
servants working in these government offices have no previous 
experience, are imbued with theories that we know to be empty and 
ineffective and, above all, are obsessed with the missionary 
spirit of great protectors of endangered children. For them, all 
parents must be potential criminals (...) "Toronto Protocol 1967".



The Toronto Accords apply to all countries attached to the IMF
International Monetary Fund.

Extract
“Since, the President of the Court of Auditors, the late Philippe 
SEGUIN concluded on an investigation carried out in 3 departments,
published in the form of a public report in 2009, that child 
placements are the door open to the greatest French corruption.
That the Children's Judge Jean-Pierre ROSENCZWEIG, for his part, 
estimated in 2004 this childhood market at 5.34 billion Euros.
Each child placed in care cost the community €72,000/year in 2008:
nearly 10 billion euros will be invested this year.
These figures are confirmed by young Lyes LOUFFOK in his book The 
Hell of Homes (L'enfer des foyers), in which he explains that 
there are more than 400,000 children in care in France bringing in
189 euros per day per child.
Which implies that the placement of a child brings in at least 1 
million euros.
French child protection thus generates, as previously stated, an 
expenditure of 10 billion euros per year.
The financial stakes are therefore considerable. But where the 
problem lies is that, according to the very admission of Senator 
NAVES INSPECTOR GENERAL OF SOCIAL ACTION, 70% of children placed 
in France are placed for no valid and legal reason, he will report
this crime for the first time on June 7, 2007 in the television 
program Envoyé Spécial, broadcast on France 2.
Worse still, Ségolène ROYAL (Former Minister of Family) indicates 
in one of her draft laws that more than 2/3 of children placed in 
care are there for financial reasons, “that their parents love 
them, and do not mistreat them ".
However, a placement cannot legally be based on the financial 
means of the family, any more than on a parental conflict, which 
does not endanger either the psychology or the identity of the 
child, but which turns out to be the other major motivation for 
arguing investment decisions.
Thus, the existence of annual forecast objectives of the order of 
10% increase to 20% during presidential election years raises 
questions, as does the placement rate, calculated in proportion to
the department's debt rate. ? »
 
Extract
“Progress, to see the people of France in flames and blood, as 
they were in 1789? And as at the time, since he is starving and 
complains about it, his eyes are gouged out, and this, in the name
of social peace, which again only concerns fraternity.
Oh it is of course forbidden to wage war against Freemasonry.
But if the beggars kill each other, this is also a fantastic 
benefit for the congregation, since the deaths which will occur, 
from this civil war, which high Freemasonry is trying to foment, 
would constitute a real bomb. to finance, fueling organ 
trafficking, which let's admit it, is a more than flourishing 
sector in France, currently there is the KABILE affair. »



Kabile affair which took place following a complaint from Mr. 
Kabile concerning his mother, who never came out alive following 
her entry into hospital.
Note that behind this affair, a senior official had been singled 
out, by the name of Jean Maya, an official who we find in the 
position of secretary general of the French constitutional 
council.

Extract
“That with regard to this notion, Madame Camille XXXXX and Madame 
Sandrine XXXX, sisters of the Mozart lodge, violated on the one 
hand the contradictory and on the other hand forced the 
applicant's son to go to his incestuous father Mr. XXXXX, himself 
a victim of the GLENCROSS network, where an incalculable number of
French and English Freemasons practiced sexual abuse on minors.”

Network that goes back to Ms. Claude and François Mitterrand.

We would like to take this opportunity to say hello to the author 
of this Complaint to the Freemasonry Tribunal, Edwige XXXXX, since
since February 22, 2021, we have never been able to get in touch 
directly with her, either by internet or by telephone. .
Finally, we also take advantage of this article to announce to you
that African countries have taken up the Economic Genocide of 
Nations file.
On this subject we thank Mr. Kémi Séba who, in one of his multiple
interviews, asked Africans on French soil to join the French 
resistance.
The fight regarding this corruption issue is above all global, 
beyond all religious, social class and racial divides.
All complaints are accessible, as well as the Economic Genocide of
Nations, can be downloaded in pdf format, on this site, in the 
complaints tab:

campinfors.heb3.org

Happy reading everyone

Silvana, Rachel et Juliette 


